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broken I am using the runScriptSync method provided by the google-service package in my cloud
functions. I have a problem when trying to debug it on the google clound functions: I execute the
following function* getMemberId(projectId) { try{ const response = yield call([firebase, functions,

'projects', projectId, 'runScript'], { data: { script: firebase.functions.region('us-
central1').cloudfunction({ //region is a gcp region package: 'firebase-admin'

}).database.ref('/member/')}, params: { apiKey: "AIzaSyCQWNZrMFGyjxI6-qZwSEUSw0CXkMw9ik",
//firebase service requires apiKey to run functions with "us-central1" as region //If I change the region

to "eu-central1" the functions run properly } }) if (response && response.
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